
Spartanburg Regional Team Meeting 

August 23, 2017 

Spartanburg Public Library 

 

Introductions and Welcome 

 Lauren Figurski- Assistant Part C Coordinator/Acting Regional Part C Coordinator in the Upstate  

 Spartanburg SPOE 

 Playworks, Inc. 

 Better Beginnings EI 

 Bright Start 

 Promising Futures 

 South Carolina School for the Deaf and the Blind 

 About Play 

 Hands on Developmental Services 

 Aging with Flair 

 Can Do Kids 

 Union DSN/As We Grow 

 Upstate Support Services 

 

BabyNet State Office Updates/Lead Agency Transition 

-Some BNSO staff transitioned to DHHS office in March, but official transition took place on July 

1 (please be patient with SPOE staff as we are experiencing intermittent IT issues through this 

transition process) 

-Office moves- Aiken, Orangeburg on the list to move first; other offices may not move but need 

updates; Spartanburg is not scheduled to move anytime soon but DHHS is aware that there is no 

room to grow/expand in their current location.   

-Stephanie Hicklin moved to BN State Office from TECS for training; she will work with current 

DHHS trainers and Christie Duke to create a BabyNet training program 

-SPOE moved under Eligibility, Enrollment and Member Services with Nakia Griffin as Program 

Manager; Christie Duke will be moving into a training position with Stephanie Hicklin 



-Contact person for AT is Lauren Figurski (Lauren.figurski@scdhhs.gov), Adoptions is Debra 

McCoy (adoptions@scdhhs.gov or Debra.mccoy@scdhhs.gov), Formal Complaints/Procedural 

Safeguards is Lenora Burke (Lenora.burke@scdhhs.gov), Autism is Gail Shelley 

(Joyce.Shelley@scdhhs.gov) 

-OSEP Site visit was the second week of August- will continue to work with State Office through 

this lead agency transition 

 

Update on Policies and Procedures 

-Interagency Coordinating Council (ICC) held four public hearings around the state to accept 

public comment on revisions to policy manual; public comment portal is still open on the 

scdhhs.gov website as far as we know 

-Procedure Manuals will be separate from Policy Manual; Policies are currently being revised 

and re-written; Goal is to implement them January 1, 2018 

-Quality Review Team- working on developing procedure manuals, performance standards and 

monitoring tools based on their assigned BabyNet component (Goal is to implement the new 

procedure manuals January 1, 2018 as well) 

 Heather Blackwell- SPOE 

 Jennifer Strock- BabyNet Service Coordinators 

 Tarycia Murdaugh- BabyNet Service Providers 

 

Plans for SPP/APR Indicators/Findings  

-Lauren Figurski will be creating a common agenda for all LEIS meetings so the same information 

is delivered consistently in each region monthly– Will be basing the common agenda off of the 

ECTA Center’s units for system of General Supervision, SPP/APR Indicators 

-We will be spending some time each month (for the next year) reviewing this information as we 

go through the process of issuing findings of non-compliance and continued data clean up 

 

Input from local team about issues, concerns and identified needs 

-Provider payments- questions about provider payments and contracts should be directed to 

Robin Morris but the most recent update is that money has been sent to Jasper DSN from DHHS 

to send out to providers 

-Discussed AT process-  See attached guidelines; Documents that must be submitted to process 

an AT request are the AT Purchase Request Form, AT Assessment (both signed by the parent), 

MD order or medical clearance (audiologist’s report for hearing aids) and quote from the vendor 



-Greenville HealthCare System (Kidnetics and AnMed Pediatric)- Asking EI agencies to authorize 

services that BN will not actually pay for (3203s); Several staff at LEIS meeting were at Indicator 

1 training and were told to put the service under other services but still submit the payment 

authorization (3203);  However, you need a service log ID number to process the 3203 and that 

number is generated only when you list them under planned services  

-OT concern- used to be reimbursed $40/hr and $20 of travel reimbursement if the visit was 

conducted in the natural learning environment; reimbursement rates are so low for NLE 

providers that more and more providers are choosing to work at clinics because they get paid 

better  

-From provider standpoint- with the lack of providers, if DHHS says that providers cannot see 

kids until they enroll in Bridges, then we will have no providers to work with and people will 

drop their contracts 

-Suggestion for re-allocation of funding (less reimbursement for clinic visits and more for in-

home visits) to encourage providers to see the children in the home as opposed to in the clinic; 

Emphasized that BN funding should not be used to pay for services when the family has chosen 

to go to the clinic when a NLE provider is available 

-Providers are finding that doctor Spartanburg Regional Peds only refers directly to Spartanburg 

Regional Peds Rehab and won’t refer to BabyNet; if a child does get referred to BN after they 

have already started with a Spartanburg Reg. Peds Rehab provider we encounter the billing 

issue when entering service logs because they won’t enroll in Bridges 

-Area to target for community forums would be GHS Developmental Pediatrician- don’t know 

about the BN referral process and kids get sent directly to Kidnetics which is an issue because 

Kidnetics won’t refer to BN because they don’t want to lose a client to an in-home provider 

-Agency is listed in Bridges but the specific therapist is not (could be waiting on their contract) 

so agencies had previously been listing the supervisor on planned services so the service could 

start and the provider can get paid;  However, EI agencies were told at Indicator 1 training to 

stop doing that but weren’t given direction on what else to do in place of that  

-Need for interpreters in languages that are uncommon and not found in 

Greenville/Spartanburg (French/Creole); causing an issue with timely services and completing 

assessments with the family based on their scheduling needs and lack of interpreters in their 

native language 

-Independent Contractor for interpretation with unreliable attendance- can the providers list a 

secondary interpreter agency on the plan as a back-up? 

-Additional concerns about best practice for Interpreters- Interpreters tell the family to switch 

their provider to stick with the same interpreter when the provider’s time frame doesn’t work 

for the interpreter; Interpreters come to intake at a SPOE office and tell the family which EI 

agency to choose; Parents and providers have complained that interpreters come to sessions 

with a bad attitude or rude and spend time on their phones or even fall asleep 



-Suggested that we include interpreters in any new trainings or refresher courses that we 

schedule 

-Suggested provider recruitment for bilingual EIs and providers- Sugggestion that they get higher 

reimbursement rate for being bilingual 

 

Ongoing meetings scheduling and location 

-4th Wednesday of every month, same time.  Lauren Figurski will reach out to the library to 

reserve the same location/same meeting room 

**September meeting had to be moved to Friday September 22nd in order to meet at the same 

location and keep the same time.  After September we will go back to meeting on the 4th 

Wednesday of every month.  Lauren will continue to send a reminder email a few days before 

each meeting. 

-Please send contact information to Lauren for others that you think should be included on the 

invite list for these meetings (LEAs/School District, First Steps, Head Start, other community 

agencies) 

-Please also send Lauren the contact information for referral sources in your area.  We are 

compiling a list of referral sources by county in all the regions to assist with organizing 

community forums and help target areas for Child Find and community outreach activities 

 

  

 

 


